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offer a wide range, including chocolate bars with all kinds of toppings, truffles, chocolate sweets, chocolate jellybeans and
drops, fruits in chocolate and a lot of another sweets. Our production works according to the state standards and to HAASP
system, providing control at all stages of production, storage and realization. Our products are certified, and we are ready to
provide all the necessary documentation for our domestic and foreign partners. In a short period of time, the company has
developed more than 200 product items that differ from each other in their style, design and category. Our product range is
aimed to cover the maximum variety of the potential clients. There are series for male, female and children's audience, the
themes of family
family, Lenten collections
collections, the range for Christmas and other main holidays,
holidays Valentine's
Valentine s Day
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Omega 3 and sugar free product. We have a lot of original items that are rarely found in large factories developing mainly
classic, standard lines. For example, we produce truffle candies with explosive caramel and marmalade balls, chocolate with
marshmallow, chocolate cubes in a jute bag with wax seal, chocolate bars weighing 2.3 kg with original toppings, chocolate
mini‐plates in cups with numerous flavors and much more that will turn the experience of tasting our chocolate into the real
pleasure. Despite the wide range under our own brand «Libertad», our company is happily working under private labels of
our customers! Our factory has the modern high‐performance Belgian and Italian equipment for qualitative orders’
execution of any complexity
complexity. We work around the clock and seven days a week to ensure uninterrupted production and
100% of orders. A distinctive feature of our factory "Chocolate Trading House"‐ is working with customers 24/7, flexibility
and efficiency.

We are ready to adjust to any required level of the client’s price category developing individual recipes, and our designers
will help to create the design needed. We never refuse to perform tasks of any complexity, always find a compromise and
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lines, tracking the modern trend in the confectionary market.
At the moment, we are launching lines of chocolate with omega 3 fats and sugar free chocolate bars.
Please, visit our website WWW.Domchoco.ru

